CASE STUDY

THE WHITE HOUSE
YORK, UK

PROJECT BRIEF
TruMetric was tasked with the preparation of existing
Plans, Elevations, & full Site Plan for an existing Listed
building being used as a commercial office premises
located near to the centre of York.
The premises was in full occupation throughout the survey
and is located immediately adjacent a busy main road.
Our challenge was to undertake a survey picking up the
shape & size of the building, taking into account many
changes in levels, non-parallel walls typical of a building of
this age and nature, and varying construction thicknesses,
while working around all the employees going about their
duty within the building.
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In order to achieve this TruMetric elected to utilize the
Leica RTC360 Laser Scanner which regularly features as
our go-to
TruMetric’s Surveying teams often use 3D Laser Scanners
to undertake surveys of this size due to their efficiency,
accuracy, and the low level of intrusion that they can
provide in an occupied premises. Being able to map the
building in all directions at multiple points throughout,
means that any undulations and changes in level or shape
are all picked up comprehensively and accurately, and
then seamlessly converted to plans, elevations or sections
as required.
Throughout the course of a single day our surveyors were
able to assess the premises, and undertake a full internal
& external survey of each of the 4 floors (including the
roofspace and basement levels) and the surrounding site
areas in context with the adjacent properties and roads.

For more information on this project of if you
have a similar project that you would like to
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EMAIL: a.wenmouth@trumetric.co.uk

